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PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.
NOTE: This sheet and a selected image will be sent to the Committee in advance.
Project Name Inspiration Kitchens - Garfield Park
Address 3504-3520 W. Lake Street

City/State/ZIP Chicago, IL 60624

1. Give a brief overview of the project.

The project involved the renovation and adaptive reuse of a 1906 single-story building and the improvement of
three vacant lots in Chicago’s East Garfield Park neighborhood. This 7,315-square-foot facility has an 80-seat
restaurant that serves free meals to working poor families and affordable, market rate meals to the public; a kitchen
used for restaurant and catering as well as a 13-week food service training program; a private dining/meeting
room/classroom; and six administrative/social service offices. Offices accommodate 20 staff, who support the social
enterprise as well as Inspiration Corporation's programs for people affected by homelessness or poverty, including
individualized case management for students and graduates. The facility has two permaculture gardens that supply
produce for the restaurant and serve as an educational resource for Inspiration Kitchens students, local school
children and the community. Inspiration Kitchens – Garfield Park is Inspiration Corporation’s second social
enterprise restaurant and food service training site. When it reaches full capacity, each year the restaurant will
serve over 3,000 meals at no cost to working poor families in East Garfield Park and the surrounding communities
and will enroll over 90 students – many of whom reside in the community – in its food service training program,
representing over $900,000 in new earning potential for the community.

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the
urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban
issues; design quality.)

Inspiration Kitchens – Garfield Park is most notable for its innovative approach to addressing urban poverty and its
design quality. The project design supports the environmental, economic and community development goals of the
East Garfield Park neighborhood, as articulated in the Local Initiative Support Corporation/New
Communities-sponsored Quality of Life Plan. The building renovation succeeds in creating a comfortable,
multi-functional and inspiring space for local diners and visitors to the nearby Garfield Park Conservatory, job
seekers, local food vendors, community members and school groups. The design process was informed by local
input. As a food service training facility and social enterprise restaurant, the project generates revenue, addresses
healthy food access issues, and connects community members to employment. A novel Guest Certificate initiative
models a new way of encouraging healthy families and communities. The project, overall, merits the Rudy Bruner
Award for Urban Excellence, as a replicable approach to generating economic and community development in
underserved urban communities.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.
1. Describe the underlying values and goals of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project?

Inspiration Kitchens – Garfield Park opened in 2011 as a food service training center and social enterprise
restaurant in one of Chicago’s most distressed neighborhoods. The project involved renovation and adaptive reuse
of a 7,315-square-foot building and the improvement of three vacant lots. Innovative, sustainable design at the 3504
W. Lake Street building captures the culture of Inspiration Corporation, while providing an energizing and dynamic
space for addressing urban poverty. Across the street from Garfield Park and just a half block from Garfield Park
Conservatory, the project supports the development of a walkable business district, encouraging small business
development, consistent with the neighborhood’s development plans. The restaurant offers affordable meals to the
paying public, while a novel Guest Certificate initiative allows working poor families to enjoy the benefits of free,
healthy, sit-down meal. Diners enjoy a 60-seat dining area overlooking Garfield Park, with an additional 20-seat
dining area for small parties and families. The 1,990-square-foot kitchen is designed for restaurant production, and
expansion into large-scale catering and contract meals production, an additional training opportunity for students
and a source of transitional and permanent jobs. Contract meals will provide healthy alternatives to high-volume
food service providers for private schools and human service agencies. Inspiration Corporation has provided food
service training in Chicago’s Uptown neighborhood since 2001, connecting Chicago’s chronically under-employed
and unemployed to jobs in a growth industry accessible to people with multiple barriers to employment. The building
features shower facilities, lockers, bike racks, a computer lab, as well as proximity to public transportation, to
accommodate students, as well as offices for case management and restaurant staff, and a community meeting
space/classroom. An on-site kitchen garden is helping to foster connection to healthier, more sustainable lifestyles
for East Garfield Park residents and students while providing opportunities for partnership with local greening/
gardening initiatives. The LEED Gold building includes a solar thermal hot water system, variable-speed kitchen
exhaust hoods, along with other sustainable features that provide educational tools for visitors and students. The
project builds upon the vision of Inspiration Corporation’s founder Lisa Nigro, a Chicago police offer looking for new
solutions for people who are homeless or poor. In 1989, Lisa opened a restaurant-style meals program called
Inspiration Cafe where volunteer cooks and servers would provide made to order meals in an atmosphere of dignity
and respect. Today, the Cafe is combined with job training, permanent housing, and supportive services, to help
thousands of homeless and low-income Chicagoans each year to achieve greater self-sufficiency.
2. Briefly describe the project’s urban context. How has the project impacted the local community? Who does the project serve? How
many people are served by the project?

East Garfield Park occupies just under two square miles, located four miles west of downtown Chicago. Named for
the 185-acre park that serves as its western border, East Garfield Park has the unique potential to become a
“green” neighborhood. This community features landmarks such as the Garfield Park Conservatory, designed by
William Jenney and later updated by landscape architect Jens Jensen. Due to its central location and inexpensive
land, the community features several notable gardens and landscape businesses. Over the last half century, East
Garfield Park lost more than two-thirds of its population to out-migration, leaving 1,750 vacant lots by 2005. It is also
part of Chicago’s largest food desert. In 2009, a study found that of 32 restaurants within 20 blocks of the site, 25%
had seating (none with healthy food); the remaining 75% served fast food with no seating. In 2010, 23% of the
population was living in extreme poverty and 41% had incomes at or below the federal poverty level. From 2004 to
2006, 2,082 reentering offenders came home to East Garfield Park, one of only five communities that received
one-third of all returning Illinois prisoners. Inspiration Kitchens – Garfield Park contributes to the Local Initiative
Support Corporation/New Communities Quality of Life Plan by supporting such strategies such as community
development, revitalizing business districts, promotion of a green corridor, creation of living wage jobs, and
supporting the health and well-being of community members. In its first full year (July 1, 2011 - June 30, 2012), the
restaurant earned $253,856 in restaurant and catering sales providing a “southern inspired” menu for lunch, brunch
and dinner and earning 4.7 stars on a 1-5 scale of Yelp reviews. During this period, 112 families enjoyed the
benefits of a shared, sit-down meal at no cost. These certificates were distributed at community events such as
back-to-school picnics and health fairs and through a network of community partners – including social service
agencies, schools and religious congregations. Partners used the certificates in support of their mission as
incentives, engagement tools, or to supplement their participants’ budgets. The Guest Certificate initiative is
expected to serve 3,000 free meals at capacity. The food service training program enrolled 55 students, of which
40% were residents of the neighborhood, and all with significant barriers to employment (for example, 67% were
ex-offenders and the average monthly income was $515 at entry). Of those enrolled, 63% graduated and 55% of
graduates were placed in employment. As the program reaches capacity it is expected to enroll 90 students
annually. The site also employs program graduates, as well as providing transitional jobs opportunities for students.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CONT’D)
3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate.

Expansion to Chicago’s underserved west side was a priority of Inspiration Corporation’s 2006-2010 strategic plan.
During site selection, Inspiration Corporation sought input from public officials, nonprofit and philanthropy leaders,
and community members, who identified East Garfield Park as the neighborhood with the greatest potential for
impact. In 2008, Inspiration Corporation embarked on a collaborative planning process with the help of the Garfield
Park Conservatory Alliance and the New Communities Program – East Garfield Park. Inspiration Corporation and
Wheeler Kearns Architects presented to three committees of the Garfield Park Conservatory Alliance responsible
for overseeing implementation of the plan. The architect created a blog to seek input and reaction from community
and organizational stakeholders. The blog included preliminary plans, perspectives, questions and photographs
(depicting the planned atmosphere for the building) and printed handouts containing the blog material were
distributed at each community meeting. At all community presentations, residents voiced excitement about a
healthy restaurant in a community in desperate need of nutritious options and a quiet and safe space for
community meetings and events. Community members were also enthusiastic about the opportunities for learning
and employment. The building was purchased in October 2009 and renovation began in June 2010. The general
contractor actively solicited local businesses for bids during construction and local laborers were encouraged to
seek employment. Construction was completed in March 2011. The training program was launched in March 2011,
with the restaurant opening in May 2011. Inspiration Kitchens – Garfield Park had the full support of former
Alderman Ed Smith and has the support of the current Alderman Jason Ervin.
4. Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot costs where applicable.

Capital expenses to purchase and renovate a 7,315 square feet building totaled $2,478,840. The cost per square
foot was $339. Capital costs, along with a portion of five years’ worth of operating expenses for the project, are
being paid for through the Catalyst Campaign. The campaign raised $6.5 million for the project, as well as to
establish the Paul & Mary Ann Judy Reserve Fund, an operating reserve for the agency. Individual gifts to the
campaign made up 82% of pledges, including a lead gift of $4.26 million from one individual. Nearly half of
Inspiration Corporation's 70 staff members pledged a total of $25,000 toward the campaign. Other sources
included foundations (16%), corporations, and community organizations. IFF provided a $520,000 bridge loan
while Inspiration Corporation completed the capital campaign. Inspiration Corporation now owns the site without
encumbrance.

5. Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to other urban settings?

Inspiration Kitchens – Garfield Park is unique in creating a space that invites broad participation from
community-based organizations and schools, patrons, local families, job seekers, employees, and community
members. With very little retail activity in the neighborhood, this social enterprise quickly became a community
hub, creating model that it is hoped will motivate investment by future for-profit developers. The building renovation
and landscape features are thoughtfully integrated to support efforts to develop a commercial corridor on Lake
Street. Located within a food desert, this healthy eatery addresses the needs of a community desperate for
nutritious options. The project is a model for both subsidized and paid meals and will continue to be evaluated and
shaped to fit the needs of the community. Inspiration Kitchens has provided technical assistance to dozens of
individuals and organizations seeking to replicate some or all of its model. Inspiration Corporation is one of seven
model members of Catalyst Kitchens, the national organization setting and evaluating standards for food service
training and social enterprise projects serving vulnerable populations. The model has proven adaptable to other
urban settings. As part of Catalyst Kitchens, Inspiration Kitchens will contribute to a goal of helping to launch 100
food-based social enterprises nationwide within the next four years. Inspiration Corporation is sharing information
learned from the project renovation and goals with existing and new members, and as a member of the national
Social Enterprise Alliance.
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. Describe the project’s impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible.

Inspiration Kitchens – Garfield Park is contributing to community development strategies, revitalizing a local
business district and creating living wage jobs, while enhancing the health and well-being of community members.
Inspiration Kitchens is addressing poverty through job training opportunities in one of the few growth industries of
today’s economy, while providing living-wage employment opportunities for program graduates. The restaurant
provides affordable and free meals in a neighborhood identified as a food desert. The restaurant served nearly
12,000 meals in its first year. Located just a half block from the historic Garfield Park Conservatory, the restaurant
is helping to stimulate economic development and draw visitors to East Garfield Park. Cross-promotional activities
with the Garfield Park Conservatory Alliance have included shared signage and direct marketing, joint community
events, and collaborative educational programming. Inspiration Kitchens – Garfield Park generated $253,759 in
sales from July 2011 to June 2012, helping to stimulate the local economy. The project has demonstrated strong
growth in catering sales to nonprofit and for-profit clients, and has the potential for continued growth. Inspiration
Kitchens – Garfield Park has become a wonderful new resource for local community organizations, offering
low-cost meeting space and catering. The facility is an inspiring example of the power of inclusive and
community-responsive planning, environmental stewardship, and social entrepreneurship.

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this project that would be instructive to
agencies like yours in other cities?

		

Inspiration Corporation is one of seven “model members” of Catalyst Kitchens, the national organization setting and
evaluating standards for food service training and social enterprise projects serving vulnerable populations. Model
members share performance data and best practices, and serve as resources for organizations seeking to develop
food-based social enterprises. As part of Catalyst Kitchens, Inspiration Kitchens contributes to a goal of helping to
launch 100 food-based social enterprises nationwide within the next four years. That means enrolling 6,000
chefs-in-training every year and putting food in the mouths of hungry people.

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project?

Inspiration Kitchens – Garfield Park was a win-win proposition for the Chicago Department of Family and Support
Services. Inspiration Corporation met a need in our city through this initiative, and identified private funding to cover
one hundred percent of the capital costs, plus a portion of operating costs for the first five years. Inspiration
Kitchens – Garfield Park is part of a continuum of services that enhance the lives of Chicago residents, particularly
those facing multiple barriers to self-sufficiency. Not only does it work to promote the independence and well-being
of individuals, it also supports families and strengthens neighborhoods as a thriving social enterprise offering high
quality food service training, transitional and permanent jobs, and free meals to working poor families.
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. Answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of
each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form.
This sheet is to be filled out by a design professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, or other services.

Lawrence P Kearns, AIA

Name

Organization
Address
Fax (

Wheeler Kearns Architects

343 S. Dearborn Street #200

312 ) 939-5108

Title

Principal

Telephone

( 312 ) 939-7787

City/State/ZIP
E-mail

Chicago, IL 60604

larry@wkarch.com

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions.
Signature

Date

11 November 2012

1. Describe the design concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc.

As a triple bottom line project, Inspiration Kitchens at Garfield Park targeted social, economic, and environmental
goals. In support of its primary social focus, the project avoided a jarring replacement of the existing structure by
keeping building integrated with the existing neighborhood and the threshold to entry familiar. Additionally, the
project amplified the hallmark feature of the site, its proximity to Chicago's park and boulevard system.
Situated across the street from Garfield Park, a gem of the City's West Side Park system, the project incorporated parklike elements in its own site, formerly a factory in an industrial corridor. An ornamental edible garden, a vine-covered
pergola, and street trees conspire to disrupt a streetscape devoid of trees for over a mile to the east.
Boarded-up elements of the original building, built in the same year as the nearby Garfield Park Conservatory, were
uncovered to reconnect the interior with the neighborhood. Saw-toothed skylights, which formerly illuminated a
factory floor replete with milling machines, were outfitted with new insulated roof windows that now illuminate the
dining room, kitchen, and administrative spaces. Street windows, long ago bricked-in, obscured, and clad with burglar
bars, were reinstated and acoustically fortified to allow views to the park while avoiding disturbing noise from the
adjacent elevated train line. Interior materials, particularly those in the public dining area, were retained and exposed,
endorsing the values of reuse and renewal.
2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design.

The key social and programmatic spaces occupy the street frontage along the park, behind large reinstated windows.
The spaces serve two primary community groups - the unemployed or underemployed and working poor families.
For those seeking employment credentials, Inspiration's catering and production kitchens host a thirteen week
training course which culminates in the award of a sanitation certificate. Unlike typical windowless back-room
kitchens, the storefront location provides a day lit working and learning environment for trainees and announces the
opportunity to passersby.
Encircled by built-in window seats, the dining room hosts local working poor families who can eat nutritious meals
for free, courtesy of a "Guest Certificate" program administered through neighborhood organizations. The "Guest"
families dine alongside market rate paying patrons, many of whom are attracted to the area by the Garfield
Conservatory. Works by local artists hang on the exposed perimeter brick walls while the walls of the central core,
clad with a custom acoustic screen, make conversation effortless.
While sharing the same exposure to the public park as the kitchens, the dining room also enjoys a view of
Inspiration's ornamental edible garden, seen through a vine covered pergola wrapping the west wall. The garden,
tended by staff and volunteers, employs high density production methods, many of which are borrowed from other
cultures. Surrounded by messages of self determination and reliance, the dining room has places for everyone small families or large extended ones, affluent or poor, neighbors or visitors from far away. Market rate customers
are invited to “pay up” instead of tipping to sustain the program.
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project.

The project was challenged by budget limitations and the incorporation of uncommon sustainable
technologies. Obtaining approvals for from local code officials for environmental progressive technologies
proved time consuming and difficult. Exemptions were ultimately obtained to allow the use of an energy
efficient kitchen hood system, which conserves energy though the use of integral smoke and thermal sensors
that control the speed of fan motors. When compared with traditional exhaust hoods that employ single
speed fans that are left on at full speed during occupancy, the efficient hood system has realized exponential
energy savings. Other time consuming exemptions were also obtained for the use refrigerants that protect the
ozone layer, and for a ventilation system that was controlled by carbon dioxide sensors instead of speculation.
The project's environmental efforts resulted in a 21% energy improvement over a similar modern high
performance building.
Some environment approval efforts were unsuccesful, such as those sought for the composting of protein food
waste. The project was only able to employ on-site vegetable composting.
Similar to most not-for-profit projects, limiting construction cost was a constant struggle. Two rounds of
general contractor selections were necessary along with months of recursive budget reconciliation to identify
strategies that optimized value. Most passive envelope strategies were prioritized and retained for their long
term benefits, while many active elements were omitted. Large movable doors that would have extended the
dining room during peak hours was eliminated. The lighting control system, which would have saved even
more energy, had to be scaled back to meet first-cost limitations.

4. Describe the ways in which the design relates to its urban context.

Since Inspiration Kitchens at Garfield Park adopted many of the goals the neighborhood expressed in a Quality
of Life Plan published in 2005, the project started with a solid foundation. The project revitalized vacant lots,
helped strengthen an emerging “Green Corridor”, and helped develop the local economy. It sought to develop
a knowledgeable, competent work force and improve learning opportunities for adults.
Most important, the project improved and expanded programs that create healthy individuals and families.
Messages of self-reliance echo throughout the project from the volunteer-driven urban garden to the busy
training kitchen. Places for social interaction were made central and designed thoughtfully, not in a new
building foreign to the existing urban fabric, but in an old building that reinforced the underlying value of
renewal.
Ambition for excellence permeates the project. Ambition is embodied in the delicious seasonal menus that
incorporate nutritious local food, some of it grown on site, in the City's biggest food desert. Ambition is
embodied in the highly crafted dining room furniture, made from reclaimed wood, in a neighborhood that
formerly had no sit down restaurants. Ambition is evident on the roofscape, particularly to commuters on
passing elevated trains, where 100-year old skylights, darkened for decades, are now enveloped by a modern
spray foam roof and solar thermal panels. Ambition is evident to citizens walking down a formerly barren Lake
Street that encounter street trees and an animated store front.
Rather than respond only to the superficial urban context, Inspiration Kitchens responded to the underlying
economic and cultural urban context in the way few projects do.
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Relevant Project Dates
Inspiration Kitchens – Garfield Park
2006

2006-2010 Inspiration Corporation strategic plan identifies expansion of
programs to Chicago’s west side as an agency priority

2008

East Garfield Park identified through community selection process

2009

The Catalyst Campaign begins in February, with a $6 million goal and a lead gift
of $4.26 million. The campaign supports expansion of the Inspiration Kitchens
food service training program and social enterprise and is scheduled for
completion in February 2011
Inspiration Corporation purchases 3504 W. Lake building in October
October 2009 through July 2010: Networking with community groups and hosting
of community meetings to discuss project design and potential partnerships

2010

Construction begins in June
A revised construction budget is approved by the Board of Directors in July; the
Catalyst Campaign goal is raised to $6.55 million to cover additional expenses
and the fundraising period is extended to February 2012
Catalyst Campaign meets its original goal of $6 million in August
Blog is launched in October to provide the public with updates on construction,
program developments, building access and tour information, staffing, etc.
December 2010 through April 2011, Inspiration Kitchens – Garfield Park filled 13
full-time and 5 part-time positions

2011

Building inspections passed in March and food service training begins
Adjacent 2,000-square-foot lot purchased and garden installed in April-May
Restaurant opens in May
Part-time catering manager hired in October

2012

Part-time catering driver hired in January
Second 11,000+-square-foot garden accessed through three-year agreement
with City of Chicago in June
At the close of the first fiscal year, June, restaurant and catering goals are
exceeded by 180%
Catering manager hired full-time July

Catering van purchased August

Inspiration Kitchens — East Garfield Park
Wheeler Kearns Architects
Location 3504 W. Lake Street, Chicago Illinois
Gross square footage 7,300 sqft
Construction Cost $1.5 million
Completed March 2011
Program Restaurant, kitchen and vocational
school; social service and administrative offices
Owner Inspiration Corporation
Architect Wheeler Kearns Architects
Owner’s Representative IFF
Engineers dbHMS, Terra Engineering
Structural Engineer Thornton Tomasetti
Acoustical Threshold Acoustics
Landscape Architect Wolff Landscape
Architecture
Contractor The Heartland Construction Group
Landscape Contractor: City Escapes

Solar Thermal Hot Water

150,000
$1,500

estimated gallons of water heated to 100°F per year.

6
5
2

3

4

1
Located in a former manufacturing building
along the Green Line El tracks in the East
Garfield Park neighborhood of Chicago,
the facility will function as a neighborhood
restaurant and culinary training facility. In
addition to serving the general public, the
restaurant will serve free meals through a guest
certificate program. Meals will be prepared
and served by the trainees. Social services will
be offered before and after graduation from
thirteen week program. The new facility will
allow Inspiration Corporation to expand its social
enterprise into corporate and contract-meals
catering.

estimated savings in gas per year when
compared to a highly efficient new restaurant.

1
2
3
4
5
6

cold water supply
heat exchanger
storage tank
hot water heater
to fixtures
evacuated tube solar thermal panels

High Efficiency Exhaust Hood

$13,687

estimated savings per year when compared to a typical island
hood with four open sides. Each ventilation hood is enclosed
on three sides allowing for smaller fans which operate only in
response to cooking heat.

20%

50%

connected load reduction

operational cost reduction

Energy Usage Comparison
Energy Use Comparison

exterior lights

Inspiration Kitchens
Typical Restaurant
interior lights

Super Insulated Building Envelope

$14,087

estimated savings per year in heating and cooling costs
attributed to the super insulated building envelope and
advanced hvac controls.

Energy Usage Comparison
Energy Usage Comparison
exterior lights

exterior lights

Inspiration Kitchens

Inspiration Kitchens

Typical Restaurant

Typical Restaurant
interior lights

interior lights

heating

heating

cooling

cooling

hot water

hot water

recepticals (electric)

recepticals (electric)

heating

cooling

cooking gas

cooking gas

exhaust & supply fans

exhaust & supply fans

hot water

recepticals (electric)

cooking gas

exhaust & supply fans
Wheeler Kearns Architects

wkarch.com

Sustainable Sites
Re-use of an existing vacant building in a high
need area; close to public transportation; bicycle
storage and on-site changing room, lockers &
shower; on site storm water retention at parking
lot; existing roofing left in place for acoustic barrier and to keep materials out of a landfill; super
insulated roof with reflective white coating.
Water Efficiency
Low flow plumbing fixtures in restrooms and
commercial kitchen; drought tolerant native
landscaping.
Energy & Atmosphere
Two arrays of evacuated solar tube panels
mounted on the south face of original sawtooth
skylights generate 55% of the domestic hot
water used in building.
view from under the EL tracks at night

Recipient of Illinois Clean Energy Community
Foundation grant of $37,387 for installation
of the solar thermal system.
Optimize Energy Performance
Closed-cell polyurethane spray foam insulation
was applied to interior of existing brick walls
except for the dining room which was left exposed; window coating reduces solar heat gain
but allows a high level of visible light to enter
the building; variable volume hood sensitive to
heat and smoke varies fan speed accordingly.
Recipient of Illinois Clean Energy Community
Foundation grant of $9,602 for installation of
the smart kitchen exhaust system.
Materials and Resources
Vegetable composting; building reuse, maintaining existing walls, floor and roof and interior
wood structural components; reclaimed wood
for table tops and greeter station.
interior view of entry and wood acoustic wall

DN

UP

Daylighting
North facing insulated skylights on original roof
sawtooth; daylight harvesting along all windows
on the south and areas under skylights; occupancy sensors in all offices, storage spaces and
restrooms.
Recipient of Illinois Clean Energy Community
Foundation grant of $49,500 for design and
commissioning of the LEED facility.
2011 SEED (Structures for Inclusion) Regional
Winner.
Recipient of 2011 Chicago Association of
Realtors’ Good Neighbor Award.
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3504 W Lake St.
Wheeler Kearns Architects

wkarch.com

